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Topic Overview  

 
• Typical fact patterns 

 
• Terms of lending agreements 

 
• Internal leveraging 

– Tax vs Book accounting 
 

• Can interest expense be allocated? 
 

• Impact of add-back rules 
 

• ASC 740.10 (FIN 48) implications 
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Typical Fact Patterns 
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General Issues 

– The Nature and terms of the 3rd party debt 
• Acquisition indebtedness 

– Particular issues encountered 
• Other types of borrowing transactions 

– Operational funding 
– Stock buybacks  

• Restrictions and negative covenants in lending 
documents  
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Borrowing and Leveraging Issues - Context 

– In a tax world where "business purpose" and 
"economic substance" now rule the day –  
• Third party borrowing transactions give rise to highly 

supportable deductions 
• The treatment of entities covered under the terms of 

the borrowing are particularly important in sustaining 
deductions in separate entity states  

 
– Taxpayers have addressed related party group issues 

related to deductions arising from third party borrowings 
in various ways  
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Debt Push-down & Interest Allocations  

• Separate entity state tax reporting issues and separate entity 
tax accounting issues impact NOL usage and entity based E&P 
– so getting the interest deductions on the proper legal entities 
is critical 

• Typical Fact Pattern 
– A common fact pattern where, within a related party group, one 

member, typically a parent or an intermediary holding company, incurs 
substantial third party debt on which the related member are at least 
guarantors (if not-co-obligors).   

– The resulting interest expense is often allocated to various subsidiaries 
who are in fact generating the cash to service the debt.   

– Almost always no borrowed funds are re-loaned to the subsidiaries, and 
no note dividends have been issued, it is strictly an allocation similar to 
a management fee. 
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Terms of Third Party Lending Agreements 
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Terms of Third Party Loan Documents  

• Who is the: 
– Borrower 
– Obligor, co-obligor, or guarantor? 
– Is there joint and several liability? 
– What assets or revenue streams are secured under the 

borrowing? 
– Which entities are subject to restrictions contained 

within the lending documents? 
• It is important to read the loan agreements closely!   
• A best practice is to have the tax department review any 

new loan documents before they are executed! 
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General Issues of "Group Borrowings" 

• When a corporate group negotiates a borrowing 
arrangement and wants to enhance its credit, an affiliated 
company, or more often companies, provide credit support 
by becoming either a co-obligor, guarantor, or a joint and 
several obligor.  

• The tax rules are not always clear or consistent when 
applied to situations in which more than one entity supports 
a debt payment obligation in situations where there are 
multiple co-obligors or guarantors.  

• As a general rule, tax law has made a somewhat clear 
distinction between the tax treatment of a guarantor and a 
co-obligor.  
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The Status of the Entities – Obligors and Co-
Obligors 

• Obligor or Co-obligor – An obligor is a party that is liable 
for an obligation and has the duty to bear the ultimate 
cost of performance on an obligation. 
– Co-obligors can assign debt service responsibility among 

themselves pursuant to contract. 
– A company’s position as the party in privity to the loan 

contract generally places it into the primary obligor 
position.   
• Privity means executing party to the loan agreement 

– A taxpayer’s position as a secondary obligor means that it 
could be liable on the debt but is positioned behind an 
obligor that is in privity to the loan contract.  
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The Status of the Entities – Obligors and Co-
Obligors 

• Guarantor – A guarantor is a party that is secondarily liable for 
an obligation, or liable for the debt of another.  
– Generally, secondarily liable if the obligor or co-obligors 

default. 
• In many jurisdictions, the distinction between an obligor and 

guarantor has been eroded and both parties would be jointly 
and severally liable on an obligation.  

• In other jurisdictions, however, a party that agrees to pay the 
debt of another is held to be a surety and is then secondarily 
liable on the debt.   The extent of liability of the parties can 
also be impacted by the contractual terms of the debt 
agreement or agreements between the parties.  
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Related GAAP vs. Tax Accounting Issues 
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Debt Push-Down: GAAP vs Tax 

• GAAP "Push Down" Accounting 
– In some cases, for financial reporting purposes “push down” 

accounting may be required.  Companies often use ‘push down” 
accounting so that the parent’s costs of acquiring a subsidiary 
are reported on the subsidiary’s financial statements in addition 
to the subsidiary’s normal operating expenses.  
 

– These accounting mechanics create additional basis differences 
in assets for book and tax purposes as well as permanent book-
to-tax differences in the computation of taxable income.   
 

– Such accounting does not change the legal/tax obligations 
of the entities involved! 
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Debt Push-Down: GAAP vs Tax 

• Tax Accounting Rules 
– Funds can be re-loaned within the related party group if the cash is 

actually passed within the group   
• Note debt-to-equity standards (an industry segment standard) 

– Notes can be created and issued by a subsidiary up the corporate 
chain in accordance with the following rules: 
• A dividend to the extent of the issuer's E&P; 
• A reduction of stock basis to the extent of basis; 
• A non-dividend distribution creating an ELA for federal purposes 

and a deferred intercompany stock account (DISA) for some 
state tax purposes 

• Absent these actions, debt is not deemed pushed down for tax 
purposes! 
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Can Interest Be Allocated Among Related Party 
Members? 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law? 

• Common Issue: If a taxpayer can't push the debt down but 
wants the subsidiaries to, for state income tax purposes, 
bear some of the state tax expense, what does a taxpayer 
do? 
 
– Can you allocate interest? 

 
– Can you allocate the expense under a management or 

financing fee? 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law? (Cont.) 

• Allocations present a variety of issues: 
– Are there intercompany agreements that are legally 

binding? 
 

– How do you allocate such an expense – rationally and 
consistently? 
 

–  Under what IRC code section would the deduction be 
claimed? 
 

– How would states view/challenge such allocations? 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law? Allocations and 
Intercompany Agreements 

 
• Are there intercompany agreements that are legally binding? 

– Taxpayers cannot allocate expenses between the legal 
entities without a legal basis to do so!  

– Contemporaneous timing of the intercompany agreements  
• How do you allocate such an expense – rationally  and 

consistently? 
– By assets 
– By sales transactions (through-put) 
– Arbitrary allocations are not sustainable! 
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Is There Any Law That Speaks To Similar Fact 
Patterns and Interest Deductions?  

 
• There is some law on point addressing interest allocations 

within related party obligors or guarantors 
 
–  Issue: will an interest deduction be allowed to a party (co-

obligor) that never received or directly benefited from the 
proceeds of the borrowing? 
 
• Yes – See Revenue Ruling 71-179 (Jan. 1, 1971) 
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Is There Any Law That Speaks To Similar Fact 
Patterns and Interest Deductions? (Cont.) 

• There is some law on point addressing interest allocations 
within related party obligors or guarantors 
–  Issue: Can interest be allocated? 

• In re St. Johnsbury Trucking Co, Inc., Debtor U.S. Bankruptcy Court, S.D. 
New York, No. 93-B-43136, 206 B.R. 318, March 7, 1997. 

– The payment of a management fee by a subsidiary that included a 
portion of interest expense.   

» The court held that the interest expense could not be allocated to 
the subsidiary because it was not the primary obligor but merely 
guarantors on the loan.   

» The court agreed with the State’s argument that the deduction of 
interest expense is only available by primary obligors.   

» In this case, the subsidiary was only a guarantor of the parent’s 
debt.    
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Is There Any Law That Speaks To Similar Fact 
Patterns and Interest Deductions? (Cont.) 

• There is some law on point addressing interest allocations 
within related party obligors or guarantors 
–  Issue: Can interest expense be disallowed as allocable to 

deductible dividends? 
• Apple, Inc. v. FTB, 199 Cal. App. 4th 1 (2011) 

– Interest expense not disallowed under RTC 24425 
– American General Realty Investment Corp., Inc. v. Franchise Tax Board 

(2005) 
– Appeal of Beneficial California (2005) 
– Appeal of Zenith National (1998) 

  
• Foreign investment interest offset—Compare RTC 24344 with Reg. 24344 
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Is There Any Law That Speaks To Similar Fact 
Patterns and Interest Deductions? (Cont.) 

• There is some law on point addressing interest allocations 
within related party obligors or guarantors 
–  Issue: Can interest expense deductions be “added back”? 

• Most states have expense disallowance/interest add-
back provisions with a wide array of exceptions, statutory 
and otherwise, which are often narrowly construed 

• Subject to tax exception 
– Pre-apportionment vs. post-apportionment 

• Unreasonable exception 
• Treaty exception 
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Is There Any Law That Speaks To Similar Fact 
Patterns and Interest Deductions? (Cont.) 

• The case law that exists is generally unfavorable, but there 
are exceptions 

• Beneficial New Jersey, Inc. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, CCH NJ Tax Rptr. 
¶401-530 (2010) 

– Interest paid to parent finance company met “unreasonable exception” 
and not subject to add-back 

– Nontax avoidance purpose 
• Surtees v. VFJ Ventures, Inc., 8 So. 3d 983 (Ala. 2008) 

–  Subject to tax exception applied on post-apportionment basis 
• Massachusetts decisions disallowing interest deductions in cash 

management/intercompany account situations 
– Kimberly Clark (2013) 
– TJX (2010) 
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Subsidiary Borrowing Followed By a Distribution 
Could Create Deferred Gain 

• California Deferred Intercompany Stock Account (DISA) 
Regulation 25106.5-1(f) 
– If a subsidiary incurs debt and makes a cash distribution to 

its parent in excess of parent’s basis in subsidiary stock 
(and the subsidiary’s E&P), deferred gain may arise 

– Under proposed amendments to Regulation 25106.5-1(f), 
DISA may be “cured” by subsequent capital contributions 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law?  The Basis for the 
Deduction and Anticipated State Challenges  

• Allocations present a variety of issues: 
– Under what IRC code section would the deduction be 

claimed? 
• IRC §163 (Interest) 
• IRC §162 (Ordinary & Necessary) 

– How would states view/challenge such allocations? 
• Is the legal entity an obligor or co-obligor? 
• Is the legal entity a guarantor on the obligation? 
• What legal agreements are in place? 
• Can interest be allocated like other management 

expenses? 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law?  Key State Challenges  

• States inherently have a dislike for: 
– Allocation of interest where the entities are not at least 

guarantor's on the debt (NJ by regulation); 
– If cash is not literally passed between entities (SC); 
– If taxpayer's do not meet the letter of the related party add-

back rules (various states); 
– Acquisition indebtedness 

• MA by statute 
• NC by common law doctrine 
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What If Debt Cannot Be Pushed Down Under 
Traditional Tax Law?  ASC 740.10 (FIN 48) 
Challenges  

• If companies seek to push down 3rd party indebtedness 
expenses what challenges should they expect from their audit 
firms? 
– The FIN 48 Standard: 

• Recognition: the benefits of a tax position are initially recognized for financial 
statement purposes if the position is more-likely-than-not sustainable 
upon examination, appeals or litigation based solely on its technical 
merits 

• Measurement: is based on the “best estimate” of the amount that was 
probable of being sustained upon audit.  The term best estimate means 
the single most-likely amount in a range of possible estimated amounts.  
This is measured as a tax position as the largest amount of tax benefit that 
is greater than 50 percent likely of being realized upon ultimate settlement 
with a taxing authority based on  information available at the reporting date. 
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Account Receivable Securitization & Gross v. 
Net Apportionment  
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A/R Securitization: Are there Gross v Net 
Opportunities 

• Many companies are securitizing their receivables to third party 
lenders to get lower lending rates  

• In accordance with those lending agreements, those 
companies often get law firm opinions that the lendor(s) have 
state law property rights in the receivables under the theory 
that the secured receivables have been sold 

• Therefore, if receivables are being sold, does that give rise to 
gross v net apportionment opportunities? 

• Not if there is not a sale for tax purposes – meaning that the 
benefit of burdens of ownership have not changed. 
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Practical Advice  
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Interest Allocation: Practical Advice  

• If your company is faced with the economic/tax issue of a 
mismatch of interest expense and entities generating the 
funds to pay the interest expense what do you do? 
– If a company is going to allocate interest expense recommended 

best practice: 
• Make sure – to the extent you can have all relevant entities 

guarantors on the borrowing; 
• Put in place intercompany agreements to create a legal 

obligation on behalf of the entities in question; 
• Make sure that allocations of interest are based on rational 

basis; 
• Know the state specific laws impacting such an allocation; 
• Ensure the company has adequately reserved 
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Interest Allocation: Additional Best Practices  

• Other issues to consider 
– State add-back rules 
– Risk of forced combination 
– Describe how the borrowed funds benefits the entity(ies) to which 

interest is being allocated 
– What do you call it? 

• If you allocating a corporate expense it is not interest but a 
corporate cost allocation! 
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Questions/Open Discussion 
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Disclaimer 

This document supports Grant Thornton LLP’s marketing of professional 
services, and is not written tax advice directed at the particular facts and 
circumstances of any person. If you are interested in the subject of this 
document we encourage you to contact us or an independent tax advisor to 
discuss the potential application to your particular situation. Nothing herein 
shall be construed as imposing a limitation on any person from disclosing the 
tax treatment or tax structure of any matter addressed herein. To the extent 
this document may be considered to contain written tax advice, any written 
advice contained in, forwarded with, or attached to this document is not 
intended by Grant Thornton to be used, and cannot be used, by any person 
for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal 
Revenue Code. 
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